The materials of your house all contain colour that will either be warm or cool in undertone. Choose paint colours to sympathise with the main undertone to create harmony.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.*
Use neutral colours with a darker tone as accent wall colours. Paint wooden trim in bright white to make them stand out. The contrast of light and dark will draw the eye, giving your home an elegant feel that whispers refinement.

Try an achromatic palette of soft grey for a soft, contemporary look. All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.

Queenslander
If you want a period feature to stand out, highlight it in a darker colour. Conversely, if you want it to blend in, paint it the same colour as the main walls.

Traditional houses can still keep their classic appeal with a contemporary colour scheme. Neutral schemes have great longevity and street appeal.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.*
Sophisticated and controlled, black brings an air of confidence to your property. Contrast with a fresh, white trim for a winning combination in any environment.

Contrast with a fresh, white trim for a winning combination in any environment.

Use a satin finish in coastal areas for extra protection from the elements.

Classic homes come to life with bold highlights. Try deeper colours on smaller areas like front doors, planters, mail boxes and fence posts for a smart, connected finish.

* All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.
**colour tip**

Colours with grey in them will show up dirt less and stop sun glare.

- **Colorbond® Shale Grey**
- **Colorbond® Windspray**
- **Colorbond® Woodland Grey**

Tonal variations of similar colours allow you to create a subtle focus on architectural features.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely as the printing process will allow.*
Front doors are a great place to add personality with a splash of your favourite colour.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process allows.

**Deeper colours on the base of a structure will imply integrity and strength and really connect the building to its surrounding.**
If you love the Hamptons look stick to light, warm neutrals with touches of ocean blue.

Green greys look great in an urban environment and scheme so well with foliage. Add pops of colour in outdoor accessories and flow those accents through to the interior of your home.

*All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow.
Match to your Colorbond® roofing, guttering and downpipes to create a smart, cohesive exterior scheme.
Choosing colour is as easy as 1, 2, 3

Inspiration
Gather colour inspiration, whether it’s online, from your existing soft furnishings or even colours from your natural environment.

Edit
Narrow down your colour choices by selecting a few colour swatches in store. Take them home and study them in different lights and next to different fixtures and fittings.

Test
Confirm your choice by purchasing a test pot. Brush the paint out onto a large piece of card and live with the colour for a few days before you start your project.

Colorbond® tips

Colorbond®

- Classic Cream
- Terrain
- Manor Red

- Paperbark
- Dune
- Jasper

- Evening Haze
- Gully
- Wallaby

- Cove
- Bushland
- Woodland Grey

wattyl®
You’ve chosen your colour.

Now choose the best paint for the job.

Wattyl Solagard with Total Protection Technology™ protects your home against Australia’s harsh weather extremes. With UV blockout and long term flexibility, Solagard resists cracking and peeling.

WATTYL ASSIST
AUS 132 101
wattyl.com.au

For stockist information and technical data sheets please visit wattyl.com.au

All printed colours have been matched as closely to the actual paint colour as the printing process will allow. Slight variations may occur. Photographic and printed images may not represent the true colour. Colorbond® is a registered trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited. Valspar Paint (Australia) Pty Ltd ABN 40 000 035 914